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Stay on top of fuel levels and costs with Exact Fuel

Exact Fuel

Omnitracs’ Exact Fuel application makes it easier for you to identify when a possible fuel theft occurs and better plan for fuel stops. 
This application gives you access to fuel level data, helping you determine when and where a driver should fuel up.

Exact Fuel captures and transmits available fuel level information directly to your fleet managers, allowing you to quickly identify 
any fuel level discrepancies. By providing this enhanced fuel level visibility, Exact Fuel allows you to monitor fuel levels, identify 
potential fuel theft or loss, and improve fuel stop planning — all of which can help you minimize fuel costs.

According to a report from the American Transportation Research Institute, fuel costs accounted for 21 percent of total carrier costs 
in 2016. With fuel costs only expected to increase from this near record low, Exact Fuel is designed to help you keep them low. 
With it, you can increase your visibility into fuel level discrepancies, allowing you to make better decisions on fleet routing, plan 
more timely fuel stops, and reduce fuel loss.

 Sharing Fuel Level Information
Exact Fuel — available on Omnitracs Mobile Computing Platforms (MCPs) or the Intelligent Vehicle Gateway (IVG) — transmits 
available fuel level data, including:

 • Percentage of tank full
 • Time and date of updates
 • Vehicle odometer reading
 • Location at time of report
 • Driver ID/name

Sensor monitoring ensures that the data you receive is always accurate.
 
Your Simplified Back Office
Exact Fuel allows you to receive timely fuel level data via web services subscription using an Event Standard Syndication (ESS) feed 
or via the Exact Fuel application’s user interface. The user interface allows you to easily search for the data you need and export it.
 
Optimizing Fuel Levels and Visibility
Exact Fuel allows you to quickly identify patterns in your fuel consumption by providing increased visibility into your fleet’s fuel 
levels. Analysis from Exact Fuel can help you develop strategies to immediately improve your fleet’s fuel optimization.
 
Reduced Fuel Theft, Shrinkage, and Expenses
Detecting fuel loss can be challenging for fleets without Exact Fuel. With tractors holding hundreds of gallons, many fleets believe 
they are experiencing between one and four percent shrinkage. At one percent, fleets could lose up to $55 per driver each 
month. With Exact Fuel’s timely fuel level data, you can quickly identify fuel discrepancies and reduce operational costs, effectively 
lowering one of your fleet’s top expenses.
 
Improved Efficiency and Better Route Planning
Exact Fuel allows you to use timely fuel level information to more efficiently plan fuel stops. Given the variation in fuel prices and 
fuel tax implications across state boundaries, timely visibility into fuel consumption can help you arrive at the best fuel stop 
decision.
 

1Source: ATRI-online and ATRI’s An Analysis of the Operational Costs of Trucking: A 2017 Update (October 2017) 
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We offer Omnitracs Professional Services to all sizes of fleets to help you utilize our applications and our partners’ 
applications in the most efficient way. Our assessment, integration, custom development and programming, 
training, business intelligence, and predictive modeling services deliver practical solutions. This critical 
information increases your productivity and efficiency, so you can both grow and differentiate your business.

Getting More from Your Technology Investment

Learn how you can use our applications, 
platforms, and services to reduce costs, 
increase profitability, and stay competitive. 
Visit www.omnitracs.com, or call 
800.348.7227 for more information.
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About Omnitracs, LLC
Omnitracs, LLC is a global pioneer of trucking solutions for all business models. Omnitracs’ more than 1,000 
employees deliver software-as-a-service-based solutions to help more than 12,000 customers manage nearly 
1,100,000 assets in more than 70 countries. The company pioneered the use of commercial vehicle telematics 
thirty years ago and serves today as a powerhouse of innovative, intuitive technologies. Omnitracs transforms the 
transportation industry through technology and insight, featuring best-in-class solutions for compliance, safety and 
security, productivity, telematics and tracking, transportation management (TMS), planning and delivery, data and 
analytics, and professional services.
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